Communication Inc. is attempting to add this feature in hopes of developing more commercial transactions on the WWW. Many users of the WWW are reluctant to send financial information over the WWW. By implementing CryptoAPI more commerce will hopefully follow.

Conclusions

In the current preview version, Navigator 4.0 provides increased functionality not available in the current Navigator 3.0. The change to the graphical user interfaces are well justified and will not cause major retooling for experienced users. The upgrading of its compliance to the HTML 3.2 standards offers new design concepts which are of great value to cartographers. If Netscape Communication Inc. can deliver on the many other promises, Navigator 4.0 will open many new routes of exploration for users. Users on the leading edge of content creation will need the preview of Navigator 4.0 in order to develop future WWW documents. Currently, I have both Navigator 3.0 and Navigator 4.0 preview installed. I have been experimenting with the new features in the preview version but I realize that the majority of users cannot view these new pages. Interaction over the WWW will increase once the official release comes but even then a short lag period will occur as users upgrade to the new version.

This review of Netscape Communication Inc. preview version of Navigator 4.0 is mixed. The working features will increase the ability of cartographers to develop WWW context. The content of a WWW document can be more interactive if the developers use the new functions. If the proposed features are added, Navigator will have moved significantly forward, however, until that happens the user has no real need to get the preview version of Navigator 4.0. Content developers should take a look at the preview version and see what is possible and begin to develop new WWW document that will take advantage of the new functional power of Navigator. To conclude, the current and proposed future of Navigator will enhance map-makers and map readers' interactions if the map-makers choose to utilize the new tools within Navigator 4.0.
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